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LEFT: A long OFS table and
oak-veneer Davis chairs
are at the front end of the
communal work area, which
includes rows of sit/stand
desks and task chairs by
Teknion, adjustable monitor
arms from Humanscale, and
carpet from Shaw. Nearby
are lockers where staff
members keep personal
belongings. Lutron lights
adjust to support the human
circadian system.

BY JANE MARGOLIES

A LIVING
LABORATORY

A VIEW
INTO THE
FUTURE OF
WORKPLACE
DESIGN
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The official magazine of the American
Society of Interior Designers

The Material
ConneXion library displays
innovative and sustainable
materials. In the main
office area, an arrangement
was made with a local
arts organization to have
rotating sculptures and
paintings on display.

BOTTOM:

In a nod to the
profession, anthropometric
figures are stenciled on a
wall near the entry vestibule,
which features Davis
furnishings.

TOP:

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIC LAIGNEL

ON JUNE 28, KEN WILSON, ASID, FAIA, a princi-

pal in the architecture and design firm Perkins+Will,
stood just inside the entrance to the new national
headquarters of the American Society of Interior
Designers (ASID), in Washington, D.C. It was the
office’s official open house. Wilson, who headed
the Perkins+Will team in charge of the project, was
leading a tour for the assembled journalists and representatives from the manufacturers that donated more
than $500,000 in products to make it all possible.

There was a lot to admire: Bright rooms with
sleek furnishings fill the ninth-floor space, with
pops of red, purple, and yellow showing up in walls,
light fixtures, and furnishings. Anthropometric
figures of the sort found in design textbooks are
stenciled on walls and on the sealed concrete floor of
the open kitchen area. One would expect the headquarters of an association of interior designers to
be attractive, and ASID’s office doesn’t disappoint.
But the good-looking space has a deeper
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functionality that gave rise to the design: a focus on
health, well-being, and sustainability that is intended
to show the profound impact interior design has on
people’s lives.
In the center hall, Wilson was flanked by a large,
boardroom-style conference room behind a glass
wall on one side and ASID’s Material ConneXion
library—a collection of innovative materials that
designers, manufacturers, and others can peruse—
on the other. He pointed out how the corridor
ASID.ORG | FALL 2016
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LEFT: The entry hall to the
new headquarters of ASID in
Washington, D.C., zigzags past
the organization’s Material
ConneXion library and a
conference room, where a
Bernhardt table and Herman
Miller chairs rest on Interface
carpet tiles. Throughout the
office, glass walls from Haworth
let light in.
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RIGHT: In the open kitchen, stools
from Davis pull up to the island,
while seating from HBF lines
the Cosentino counter by the
windows.
BELOW: An enclosed office

that employees can reserve
for focused work periods
is furnished with items from
Steelcase.
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Environmental Design), the green building certification program from the U.S. Green Building
Council, and the WELL Building Standard from
the International WELL Building Institute, which
addresses the health and wellness of an interior’s
occupants and is just now gaining momentum (see
“A Healthier Hive,” page 36.) “It’s a double-platinum
project,” says Randy Fiser, chief executive officer of
ASID. “To our knowledge, it hasn’t been done before.”
THE FOUNDATION FOR THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT

was laid six years ago, when ASID still occupied a
17,000-square-foot former school on Massachusetts
Avenue in Northeast Washington. The building,
which the organization owned, needed significant
work—it would cost approximately $2.5 million to
bring all the systems up-to-date, according to Fiser—
and as a result the ASID Board of Directors decided
to sell the building and lease an office instead. In
the interim, the staff put things in storage and shoehorned themselves into a co-working facility.
The arrangement wasn’t ideal—staff members

were jammed into far less space than they were
used to, and, of course, they shared the office with
other co-working tenants. But ASID put the time and
experience to good use.
Whereas the ASID leaders initially wanted to
seek LEED Silver or Gold certification, they decided
to raise the bar and shoot for Platinum. And with
the WELL program offering an array of benefits to
the staff that also promised to improve the organization’s productivity, efficiency, and creativity, ASID
chose to aim to meet those requirements, too.
ASID also did research to inform its search
for a setting specially suited to the organization.
Susan Chung, Ph.D., senior research associate at
ASID, conducted a workplace study to evaluate
the behavioral dynamics of staff and the conditions
in the co-working facility. Dr. Chung interviewed
staff members and asked everyone to fill out questionnaires. They observed how people worked and
moved through the space. They took advantage of
new social-sensing technology—staffers volunteered
to wear devices on lanyards around their necks that

contained accelerometers, as well as infrared and
Bluetooth technology—to gather information about
light and sound levels, temperature, ventilation,
and air quality. Dr. Chung also researched the office
design of other companies and nonprofits.
In the meantime, ASID selected Perkins+Will
from the companies that responded to a request
for proposals. Perkins+Will was not only chosen
to design the future ASID workplace, but also to
advise the organization during its real estate search.
Wilson, who has extensive experience in environmentally responsible design, was placed at the head
of a team of five.
All of this meant that in October of last year,
when ASID signed the lease on space in a recently
renovated office building in the downtown area,
the designers were ready to roll. The building,
located at 1152 15th Street NW, was appealing for
several reasons. For one, it’s just two blocks from
two Metro stops, enabling staff members to get to
work using public transportation. The building also
has a fitness center (two points for WELL, one for

LEED). The office itself, rectangular in footprint,
takes up a portion of the ninth floor that has windows facing north and west, bringing in daylight
(two WELL points, one LEED point) and offering
an open, unobstructed view (one WELL point, one
LEED point), not to mention an excellent vantage
point that looks down on the lovely Metropolitan
A.M.E. Church, built in 1886.
Although the team at Perkins+Will knew that the
primary goal for ASID was a space that supported
the health and well-being of the 32 employees on
its headquarters staff, they knew they still needed
to draw on their design expertise to create a striking, efficient, comfortable workplace that would be
able to accommodate whatever tasks its occupants
need to undertake on any given day.
The designers came up with a layout that proceeds from the most social spaces near the front
of the office to quieter ones toward the rear: First
comes the conference room and the open kitchen
with a center island and a counter, with barstools by
the windows and bowls of fresh fruit and vegetables
ASID.ORG | FALL 2016
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Interior Designers
Get Involved in
Making Building
Codes Better

“Seniors control vast resources.
As a group, the U.S. population
of age 55-plus would be the
third-largest global economy
after the United States as a
whole and China. Aging in place
is clearly the preference, with
more than 75 percent of those
age 80 and above living in their
own homes. Interior designers
have an important opportunity
(and an obligation) to master
and incorporate universal design
principles into [their] work—
and to make elegant/invisible
solutions.”

Design for
Age-Friendly
Cities

| Spring 2016 | asid.org

BY BRIAN LIBBY

—Randy W. Fiser, ASID CEO, in his “Interior Design
Outlook—Leveraging a Strengthening Market”
presentation at the President’s Forum 2016

A

AGE-FRIENDLY
CITIES

S AMERICA’S OVER-AGE-50 POPULATION continues
to rise—the U.S. Census Bureau estimates that the number of Americans aged 65 and
older will double between 2010 and 2040—cities are looking at how they can best
serve their aging populations.
“Nearly nine in 10 adults want to age in their homes. There’s a trend away from
moving to retirement spots in the South. The majority of people are going to age in
place,” says Jana Lynott, a senior strategic policy advisor with the American Association
of Retired Persons (AARP). “There’s no community in the United States that can get
around this. We all have to think collectively about meeting those needs. Fewer and
fewer individuals are moving into institutional care. We’ll have more people with disabilities living in everyday settings. That puts the onus on designers to design for people
who may not have the agility and ability of the typical person they’ve been designing
for in the past.” And those shifts in design needs extend beyond the United States. On
a global scale, the World Health Organization predicts that the proportion of people
over 60 will double, from 11 percent in 2006 to 22 percent by 2050 (Tokyo, for example, already has more than 50,000 residents over the age of 100).

to housing, public spaces, and transportation; to
health and social services (see “Age-Friendly NYC:
Selected Initiatives,” page 32, for an excerpt from
Age Friendly NYC: Enhancing Our City’s Livability
for Older New Yorkers).
This transforming demographic needs a retrofitted built environment, but doing so will benefit us
all, according to Mike Hodin of the Global Agenda
Council on Ageing. “It’s like America building its
infrastructure in the post-World War II era,” he
says. “The Interstate Highway System was designed
with economic growth goals in mind and [became]
a basis for living in the 20th century that created
wealth and prosperity. In the same way, I’d suggest
we think of design today built on this demographic
shift,” taking into account the expanding population of older adults and building infrastructure
accordingly. “It’s not just, ‘We have more old people we have to take care of.’ It’s really about saying,
‘How do we design at the micro and macro levels
in a way that will lead to growth and prosperity,
and create communities we want to live in?’”
The challenge of building age-friendly cities is a

NEW THOUGHTS ON AGE-OLD ISSUES

As populations age, according to many experts in the design and health fields,
cities must keep up with their needs. “We’ve added 30 years to human life expectancy, but we haven’t figured out how to design a world that supports this longer
life,” says Linda Fried of Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health.
She recently participated in New York City’s Age-Friendly NYC Initiative to make
America’s largest city more amenable to active senior living. Age-Friendly NYC
produced a 59-point plan that ranged from community and civic participation;
28
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Why Contracts Are
Essential to Protect
You and Your Work
ICONic Profile:
David Rockwell
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daunting one because of its scope. It requires solutions at the urban planning scale, as well as at the
smallest scales of architecture, interior design, and
industrial design. It also requires both physical and
social solutions. The need for this change is driving
innovation and collaboration, particularly between
public and private entities.
For example, the World Economic Forum’s
Global Agenda Council on Ageing has focused on
how longevity can be an economic driver if the right
conditions are met, as has the Age-Friendly Cities
consortium of world metropolises seeking to address
the issues. “Certain cities like New York, Tokyo, and
Copenhagen have become leaders on this, and they
share common public-sector features,” says Derek
Yach of The Vitality Group, a company that works
with health and life insurance companies to make
their customers healthier, thereby reducing claims.
“There is an ease to walking around the city,” Yach
says, but for an older population, things like having
time to cross roads and walking on surfaces that
aren’t conducive to slipping become even more
important. The public sector is responsible for the

timing and surface texture of road crossings. “The
private sector has to look at moves like raising the
retirement age and addressing the physical layout
of buildings to be age-friendly. And that third component: We’re now seeing more age-friendly homes,
and designers are looking carefully at the principles
of age-friendly design.”
Aging in a high-density city has many benefits, notes Christine Hunter, an architect with
New York’s Magnusson Architecture and Planning
and the co-chair of the New York chapter of The
American Institute of Architects’ Design for Aging
committee. “In the city, it’s going to be more
pedestrian-friendly, and there are lots of cultural
and medical resources,” she explains. After seniors
give up driving, suburban and small-town settings
can be isolating. But Hunter believes, despite the
benefits of urban life, that can happen in cities, too.
“Even though you think there should be less isolation in big cities, you can be just as isolated on the
10th floor of a building where the elevators don’t
work well as in a suburban house where you’re
not driving anywhere,” she says. “So it’s an issue in
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ahead was designed not to go in a straight line,
but rather to veer to the right, then the left, then
right and left again—forming “a meandering path,”
as he described it, between alternating expanses
of transparent and solid wall. “There’s a sense of
mystery that’s part of what makes this biophilic,”
he explains, referring to the concept of biophilic
design, in which elements of nature—or design that
evokes nature—are incorporated in indoor settings.
“It leads you on because you’re curious about what’s
around the bend,” Wilson says.
He was describing the hall’s physical characteristics, but he might well have been speaking
metaphorically about the future of interior design,
as ASID sees it. It is the organization’s conviction that its 8,500-square-foot space is not only a
state-of-the-art workplace for its staff, but a case
study that will be instructive for interior designers across the country.
To achieve these goals, the organization
decided to pursue Platinum-level certifications in
two programs: LEED (Leadership in Energy and

ASID ICON is the bimonthly membership
magazine for ASID. ASID ICON,
published by Stamats Communications,
Inc., is a magazine for both designers
and those who love design. It is a
magazine about ideas, providing
strategic guidance and inspiration for
a professional interior designer, as
well as insight into the transformative
nature of design and the business and
design knowledge that is essential to
the profession. Written by the most
respected authors in the field, it has
earned the reputation as the voice of the
interior design industry nationwide. Visit
ICON.asid.org to view the current and
archived issues of ASID ICON.
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ABOUT ASID
Founded in 1975, the American Society
of Interior Designers (ASID) is the
oldest, largest professional organization
for interior designers. The rich, vibrant
history of the organization goes
back much further, to the founding
of its predecessor organizations,
the American Institute of Interior
Designers and the National Society of
Interior Designers.
ASID believes that design transforms
lives. ASID serves the full range of the
interior design profession through the
Society’s programs, networks, and
advocacy. ASID thrives on the strength
of cross-functional and interdisciplinary
relationships among designers of
all specialties, including workplace,

healthcare, retail and hospitality,
education, institutional, and residential
design. ASID leads interior designers
in shared conversations around
topics that matter: from evidencebased and human-centric design, to
social responsibility, well-being, and
sustainability. We showcase the impact
of design on the human experience and
the value interior designers provide.
ASID has more than 26,000
members engaging in a variety of
professional programs and activities
through a network of 47 chapter
throughout North America. Learn more
at www.asid.org
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STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
The business of interior design
has been quite good over the
last 12 months, and we expect
that to continue. Last year’s
State of the Industry report
showed that interior design had
fully recovered to pre-recession
levels, and the momentum
carried through this year, with
only slight moderation. With
all indicators showing robust
growth, this is a good time
to be in the interior design
business. Learn more at www.
asid.org/knowledge-center/
outlook2016

Source: ASID | INTERIOR DESIGN 2016/2017 OUTLOOK AND STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
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AUDIENCE
Design Practitioners
Industry Influencers
Students
Reach more than 26,000 ASID members across North America

Age of Members
<25

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

5%

15%

14%

26%

27%

13%

7933+ 25+ 22+ 17+ 14+ 10+ 8+

Our member’s areas of practice:

Residential (single family) – 79%

Office/Branded Environment – 33%

Residential (multi-housing) – 25%
Hospitality – 22%

Retail – 17%

Healthcare – 14%

Education – 10%
Government/Institutional – 8%
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AUDIENCE
26,000+
Total Membership

47

Professional
Chapters

300
Student
Chapters

ASID ICON will be available at major
conferences and industry events, including:

January/February issue:

Environments for Aging

March/April issue:

Coverings
HD Expo
High Point Spring Market
ICFF
Impact Summit

May/June issue:
Dwell on Design
NeoCon

July/August issue:
MetroCon

September/October issue
Healthcare Design
High Point Fall Market

November/December issue:
KBIS
Surfaces

*Items in the lineup could change
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ADVERTISE

SIMPLIFY.

ASID ICON presents your brand, services, and
products to members of the design community who
are eagerly looking forward to reading about them.

2.

accessories designed for effortless coordination.

RESIDENTIAL | CONTRACT

LIGHTING

PILLOWS
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RUGS

THROWS

WALL DECOR

HIGH POINT MARKET

SURYA.COM
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IT’S NOT ALWAYS
WHERE YOU TAKE COLOR.
IT’S WHERE COLOR TAKES YOU.

REDEFINING

Gain enhanced color inspiration with our updated
ColorSnap® digital tools. Explore, find and save colors
to make design specs easy. Sherwin-Williams has you
covered online, in-store and on-site. Experience all
the new features today. swcolorsnap.com

Take a fresh look at the diversity of ceiling design options that combine both
sound absorption (NRC) and sound blocking (CAC) in one system. Learn
about the benefits of Total Acoustics™ performance featuring total noise
control and design flexibility at armstrongceilings.com/totalacoustics.

Sound Absorption (NRC) + Sound Blocking (CAC)

WOODWORKS ®

3D / Mesh™ / Tegular / Tin

Grille Tegular / Channeled Tegular / Tegular

MINERAL FIBER
Calla® / Ultima® / Ultima® Health Zone™ / Fine Fissured™
School Zone® / Cirrus® / Canyon® / Mesa™ / Georgian™

High quality, glass reinforced
gypsum PANELS with steel
reinforced joints precisely
interlock for seamless wall
surfaces of any size.

modulararts.com 206.788.4210
50 InterlockingRock ® designs made in the USA
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and still benefit the circadian system. It’s also possible to use color-tunable
LEDs, produced by companies including GE and Philips, to shift to warmer
colors in the evening to support staff who work late. “It makes sense to shift
the light in the workplace later in the evening, since melatonin levels start
to rise about two hours prior to the natural bedtime,” she adds.
Getting the right timing can be tricky. Deborah Burnett, ASID, of Davis,
California-based lighting consultancy Benya Burnett Consultancy, takes into
account workplace hours, as well as the natural lighting of a particular location, which involves the siting of the building, its latitude, and where it is
within its time zone. She also thinks in terms of “circadian protection,” adjusting the dynamic light depending on the age and health of occupants and other
factors. Occupant surveys and on-site educational sessions inform occupants
about the biological impacts of the lighting. “LED lighting is so concentrated
that, used inappropriately, it can be harmful to certain populations,” she says.
To illuminate the new offices of the headquarters of the American Society
of Interior Designers in Washington, D.C., Burnett and partner James Benya
used a combination of specialty fluorescents and LEDs. Linear direct/indirect fluorescent fixtures provide general lighting, while warm-toned LEDs
supply after-dark task lighting. In addition, they used two types of LED MR16
track lights: cooler ones for lighting the product-sample library, and warmer
ones to illuminate vertical surfaces for evening wayfinding. Furthermore, the
dual CCT fluorescents transition from cool to warm to protect the employees’ circadian systems. “Correctly applied, circadian lighting is more than
color-changing lights,” Burnett stresses.
Indeed, we are just starting to see the light. Says Nathan Stodola, vice
president of product development at the International WELL Building
Institute in Washington, D.C., “We have reason to believe that maybe 300 to
500 lux isn’t quite enough light, but we also have reason to believe we don’t
have to deliver 100,000 lux [the noon sun] to derive benefits in alertness
and mood,” he says. “Research hasn’t landed on the exact numbers that are
optimal, and for what length of time … [but] there are significant actionable
steps to be taken now. And even just thinking about light beyond impacts on
visual processes represents a huge paradigmatic shift in the industry. And
those conversations are beginning, which is what needs to happen for us to
create healthier spaces for people.”

6.

Lutron lights
at the new ASID
headquarters
were designed
by Benya Burnett
to adjust color
temperature over
the course of the day.

A former tech journalist, Lydia Lee likes to geek out about design and architecture for
publications including Architectural Record, Contract, Metropolis, and Dwell. She is based
in the San Francisco Bay Area and frequently writes about the interiors of tech startups.
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Join the DWR Trade Program
and put the world’s largest collection
of authentic modern design at your ﬁngertips.
dwr.com/trade
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BALLARD DESIGNS

GARNET HILL

Headquartered in Atlanta, Ballard
Designs is a multi-channel destination
and resource for classically inspired
home furnishings and décor. With a
full-color catalog published monthly,
and more than 55 million circulated
around the country each year, the
brand offers a unique combination
of designer quality, exclusive products, and custom made-to-order
options at competitive pricing. Ballard Designs has an exclusive To-the-Trade
program for professional designers, offering discounts, specialty promotions,
dedicated specialists, and member benefits. To find out more, head over to
www.ballarddesigns.com/designers.

Experience elegant design and timeless quality in bedding and home
décor from Garnet Hill. At Garnet
Hill, we have an eye for detail, a passion for the finest fibers, and a sense
of integrity that extends beyond the
collection to our customer service.
Our To The Trade Program offers a
25-percent discount on home products, free shipping on all orders with
no minimum purchase, and free returns so you can try different pieces for your
next design project. Visit garnethill.com/tothetrade to get started.

STONE SURFACING WITH STYLE AND
RESILIENCE

PPG

Silestone by Cosentino introduces
five new color offerings that modernize the aesthetic of natural stone and
embody the most in demand color
palettes in surfacing. Moonstone,
Ocean Jasper (pictured), Kimbler
Mist, Royal Reef, and Pietra exemplify
the multidimensional design flexibility
of quartz and offer all the benefits
of Silestone; scratch, stain, and heat
resistance with a 25-year warranty. Visit your local Cosentino Center to view slabs
and receive samples. www.silestoneusa.com

Take a look at our beautiful new fan
deck from Vicente Wolf “Soulitude”
The Favorites Collection, featuring
100 full-leaf color swatches of
Vicente’s favorite whites, neutrals,
& accents, and also our color
consultant’s top picks from PPG
The Voice of Color®. Request the
new Vicente-inspired fan deck by
emailing Jeanette at jwaksmunski@
ppg.com. Purchase Vicente Wolf’s new book The Four Elements of Design in
which he shares his favorite colors, designs, and inspirations by going to
www.amazon.com; search “The Four Elements of Design” by Vicente Wolf.

FARROW & BALL

EXPERIENCE THE BEAUTY OF EASY

IMAGE: CEDRIC TERRELL PHOTOGRAPHY

AGED BRICK LOOKS, IN HIGH DEFINITION
PORCELAIN
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THE BEST IN MODERN DESIGN
WWW.DWR.COM | 1.800.944.2233 | DWR STUDIOS
New: P40 Variable-Tilt Lounge Chair (1955) by Osvaldo Borsani for Tecno.

MyBrickHDP glazed porcelain wall tile by
Florida Tile is an exciting new collection
that reproduces an exposed brick look
with porcelain stoneware. Thanks to the
technical and aesthetic characteristics
of our HDP–High Definition Porcelain®
printing technology, MyBrickHDP delivers
an uncompromising level of variation and
color. Sized in 12x22 interlocking panels,
the wall pattern allows for an offset installation that is nearly indistinguishable from
a natural brick. Learn more about this and all of our porcelain tile collections at
www.floridatile.com.

For more information about advertising in ICON, contact: Tom Davies, ASID ICON Account Manager
Phone: (319) 861-5173 • Toll-Free: (800) 553-8878 • Email: Tom.Davies@Stamats.com

Also shown: Saarinen Side Table, Mantis Floor Lamp.
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Editorial: Provides strategic
guidance and inspiration
for a professional interior
designer, as well as insight
into the transformative
nature of design and

Additional Reach: The
ASID ICON digital issue
is available on ICON.asid.
org or download the ICON
mobile app in iTunes,
Google Play and Amazon.
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This autumn, British craftsmen in paint and paper,
Farrow & Ball is launching three new wallpaper
designs inspired by the 1940s. The mesmerizing
new papers—Arcade, Enigma, and Gable—embrace
the paradoxical feel of the post-war period, to create contemporary classics. Made in the same way
as all Farrow & Ball artisanal wallpapers, the new
designs are traditionally block printed using real
paints, creating a seamless look in any space. Each
design is available in seven colourways, ranging
from neutrals and pastels to bolder tones. To find
out more, visit www.farrow-ball.com.

© 2016 Design Within Reach, Inc.
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Distribution: Distributed
among ASID members
throughout
North America and at
major industry events and
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SHOWROOM

Spaces for Health and Well-Being

Randy W. Fiser
ASID CEO

Audience: Members
of ASID — leading and
emerging practitioners
and industry influencers
interested
in the latest
STYLE
beautifully
trends and industry news

Helping clients share your vision is a breeze when they can touch, see and compare top-selling bath, kitchen and
lighting products in our state-of-the-art showrooms. With our consultants’ product knowledge, planning and
presentation resources, as well as coordination with you and your contractors, Ferguson provides an extension
of your business to help bring your design to life.
FergusonShowrooms.com

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

companies, because healthier employees bring more energy,
creativity, and overall productivity.
Why should companies care about employee health and
well-being? Ninety percent of a company’s operating costs are
related to its human capital, according to Bill Browning (ICONic
Profile, p. 52) in The Economics of Biophilia: Why Designing with
Nature in Mind Makes Sense. Improvements in employee health can
mean fewer sick days—an Australian report estimated the cost to
business of ill health and absenteeism at $7 billion per year. Another
study from JLL shows a 20-percent increase in employee productivity when working in a space designed for health and wellness.
Office design has a significant effect on a business’ bottom line.
Americans worked an average of 1,790 hours in 2015, according to the Paris-based Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development. For office workers, that’s many hours sitting
indoors, hunched over desks. Improving health and well-being
for these workers requires that we make a fundamental shift in
our approach to workspaces, assessing at each stage of the process how office layout, materials, furnishings, light, and air affect
the people who occupy the space.
The intersection of design and human health and well-being
is the focus of this issue of ASID ICON. Our cover story offers a
tour of the new ASID office, which incorporates many innovations
in its bright, collaborative workspace. We also explore the relatively new WELL Building Standard, which looks at a building’s
impact on occupant health through the lens of seven concepts: air,
water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort, and mind. Learn more
about how nature impacts people with biophilic design, and see
an example of a biophilic element in “How It’s Made,” where an
Italian artisan’s clay wall coverings bring the earth indoors. Our
“Tech Talk” article digs into the science behind circadian lighting,
and how light affects human cycles. Bill Browning, the focus of this
issue’s “ICONic Profile,” is a leader in green design.
The demand for healthy interiors is growing, and interior
designers are leading the way by designing spaces that make
well-being a priority.

the business and design
knowledge that is essential
to the profession

SEEN IN
AS

60” Pro Grand® Range

AN INSIDE VIEW

IN THE JLL REPORT “How to Create a Workplace That’s Fit for
the Future,” Bernice Boucher, lead of Workplace Strategy Practice
in the Americas for the commercial real estate giant, said, “fostering greater well-being … means making informed decisions about
the nature of the workplace environment.” That’s why many companies are making changes and adding amenities to support their
employees’ health, including on-site fitness classes and walking
challenges. But even though these types of initiatives are a step in
the right direction, creating health and well-being in our workplaces needs to go beyond these measures. For interior designers,
that means using evidence-based design solutions to create spaces
that promote healthy behaviors and overall well-being.
That’s how we approached the new ASID headquarters
in Washington, D.C. We knew we wanted the office to be an
example of the important role interior design plays in creating
workplaces that respond to the health and well-being of the
people who will occupy them (“A Living Laboratory,” page 30).
We also wanted to show that these healthy workspaces benefit

Trusted Brand: Published
for the American Society of
Interior Designers (ASID)
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ACOUSTICS
& AESTHETICS

METALWORKS™

TECH TALK CIRCADIAN LIGHTING

IMAGE: ERIC LAIGNEL

BEDDING

2. Studio Irvine of Milan used
Matteo Brioni’s products to
design EXIT, a modular system
that combines materials such as
terra cotta, cork, and wood with
a filling of raw clay to create a
continuous surface, as shown in
the flooring here. The vertical
surfaces are finished in coarsegrained “pepe nero” (black
pepper) MultiTerra plaster.

Crush™ PANEL ©2011 modularArts, Inc. Image credit Design First Interiors

ACCENT FURNITURE

I M AG E : FA B R I Z I O C I C C O N I

Unsurpassed sales support.

IMAGE: BRUNO PULICI

website and catalog organized for easy product selection.

the beauty of easy.

raw clay requires no thermal energy in its
production, is completely recyclable, and
can help regulate indoor temperatures, air
quality, and humidity.
Depending on the application technique, the results achieved by coating wall
and ceiling surfaces in clay can range from
silky to crackled, and can mimic leather,
suede, and patterned fabrics to create
one-of-a-kind effects. “The effect is one
of the passage of time, but it was just
made,” explains Brioni. Stenciling juxtaposes floral and geometric motifs in relief,
and adding materials like jute, hemp,
mica, mother-of-pearl, onyx, and quartz
boosts texture and luminosity. For a ceiling at a vacation complex in Taormina,
Sicily, leaves gathered from the owner’s
plants were added to TerraVista. The
effect was further enhanced with carefully positioned LED lighting. “We’re on
the border between art and architecture,”
Brioni says. “It’s artistic craftsmanship.”

WITH DISTINCTIVE SURYA RUGS AND ACCESSORIES

Surya offers a broad selection of seamlessly coordinated accessories for every lifestyle and budget.
From artfully crafted rugs, pillows, and poufs, to
distinctive lighting and bedding collections, to
versatile made-to-order art and rug programs, we
make it easy to create inspired spaces your clients
will love. All accessories are color matched to their
Pantone TPX equivalent, and samples are available
for every rug design, simplifying the design process.
Our Top sellers ship within 48 hours. Learn more at
www.surya.com.

THE CONTAINER STORE
For nearly 40 years, high-quality, custom closets
have been our specialty, with trained experts who
can make your client’s dream a reality. From our
custom-built TCS Closets collection with unmatched
craftsmanship and well-appointed accessories, to
our best-selling elfa closet system perfect for every
room of the house, even down to the accessories
that put the finishing touches on a perfect space—
you’ll find the closet experience you’ve been waiting
for, only at The Container Store.
www.containerstore.com
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Contact: Tom Davies | Tom.Davies@stamats.com | 319.861.5173
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CALENDAR
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

JULY/AUGUST

• Design for Senior Living: How Baby Boomers Are Demanding Change

• Women and Minorities in ID Leadership Roles

• Interior Designers and Affordable Housing

• What’s New in Restaurant Design

• Business of Design: The Competency Approach to Defining Who Is a Professional

• Public Bathrooms: Innovations

• How It’s Made: Paint

• Business of Design: Putting Liens on Designed Interiors

• Tech Talk: Acoustical Privacy

• How It’s Made: Circadian Lighting

SPACE RESERVE

12/5/16

SPACE RESERVE

6/5/17

AD MATERIALS DUE

12/9/16

AD MATERIALS DUE

6/9/17

MARCH/APRIL

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

• Residential Designer as Curator

• Succession Planning for Interior Designers

• Global Design

• Medicare Requirements and the Design of Healthcare Settings

• Wellness in the Home

• Education in Interior Design at the K-12 level

• Business of Design: Social Media for Interior Designers

• Design for Learning

• How It’s Made: Coverings

• Tech Talk: The Latest on Smart Homes

SPACE RESERVE

2/6/17

SPACE RESERVE

8/7/17

AD MATERIALS DUE

2/10/17

AD MATERIALS DUE

8/11/17

MAY/JUNE

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

• Accessible Interiors

• Design of Sports Facilities

• Design for the Visually Impaired

• Spaces Are Getting Smaller

• New Amenities in Hospitality

• Business of Design: The Circular Economy

• Law Office Design

• How Presentations Are Changing

• Business of Design: How Retail Fits in with Online Market

• How It’s Made: Chairs—Originals vs. Knockoffs

SPACE RESERVE

4/5/17

SPACE RESERVE

10/5/17

AD MATERIALS DUE

4/10/17

AD MATERIALS DUE

10/10/17

*Items in this lineup could change
**Submit content for consideration to icon@asid.org
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PRINT

2017 AD RATES &
SPECIFICATIONS
LIVE AREA/ NON BLEED

TRIM

TRIM + BLEED

$8,240

17.5” x 10.375”

18” x 10.875”

18.25” x 11.125”

$6,624

$5,928

8.5” x 10.375”

9” x 10.875”

9.25” x 11.125”

$7,244

$6,624

$5,928

8.5” x 10.375”

9” x 10.875”

9.25” x 11.125”

$7,769

$7,454

$6,834

$6,116

8.5” x 10.375”

9” x 10.875”

9.25” x 11.125”

Full Page

$6,194

$5,879

$5,259

$4,707

8.5” x 10.375”

9” x 10.875”

9.25” x 11.125”

1/2 Page Horizontal

$3,936

$3,737

$3,348

$2,996

8”x 5”

–

bleed not offered

1/2 Page Vertical

$3,936

$3,737

$3,348

$2,996

3.875” x 10.125”

–

bleed not offered

1/3 Page Square

$2,970

$2,823

$2,529

$2,263

5” x 5”

–

bleed not offered

1/3 Page Vertical

$2,970

$2,823

$2,529

$2,263

2.5” x 10.125”

–

bleed not offered

1/4 Page Vertical

$2,277

$2,162

$1,931

$1,728

3.875” x 5”

–

bleed not offered

1/6 Page Vertical

$1,784

$1,689

$1,511

$1,352

2.5” x 5”

–

bleed not offered

1/8 Page Showroom Ad**

$945

$903

$819

$733

TYPE

1x

2x

4x

6x

Spread

$10,835

$10,289

$9,207

Cover 2

$7,559

$7,244

Cover 3

$7,559

Cover 4

(0.25” margin* on all sides)

(width x height)

(0.125” bleed on all sides)

–

–

* All type and important details should be inside 0.25” from the trim on all 4 sides.
** Advertisers interested in running a photo of a product or logo, accompanied by text and contact information, can take advantage of the economical Showroom advertising section.
Ad spaces are based on a 1/8-page template and allow for up to 90 words (including basic contact information) and a 1.58” x 2.25” image.

* Industry partners, National Industry Partners, and sponsors
across all levels receive a pre-negotiated discount.

Contact: Tom Davies | Tom.Davies@stamats.com | 319.861.5173
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2017 AD FORMATS &
SPECIFICATIONS
SHOWROOM ADVERTISING
SECTION

Advertisers interested in running a photo of a
product or a logo accompanied by text and contact
information, can take advantage of the economical
Showroom advertising section. Ad spaces are based
on a 1/8-page template and allow for up to 90 words
(including basic contact information) and a 1.58” x
2.25” image.

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMAT
We accept only digital files in the
PDF/X-1a format.
Ensure that all elements are a minumum of 300 dpi
and 100% in size. The color space must be CMYK or
grayscale. Do not submit files in RGB. Export using an
offset of 12 pt (0.1667") and include trim, bleed, and
file information.

ACCEPTABLE PROOFS

To ensure the highest quality of print reproduction,
we ask that all digital files be accompanied by a
SWOP-certified proof that represents the final file
at 100%. In the absence of a SWOP-certified proof,
the color reproduction of the ad will be based on
industry standard best practices to achieve color as
accurate as possible from the supplied digital file. You

may request that ASID ICON pull a proof for you at a
production charge that will be applied to your invoice.
ASID ICON will not accept responsibility for a digital
ad’s content or color if a digital proof is not supplied.

ACCEPTABLE TRANSMISSION
METHODS

URL: http://Transfer.Buildings.com
USER NAME: Icon
PASSWORD: Transfer (case sensitive)
Create a new folder titled with your company name.
If you are a submitting agency, please title the folder
with your client’s name.
Click on the blue up arrow to upload and drag and
drop your files into your folder.
Once your files have successfully uploaded, please
notify Candy Holub, Production Manager, by e-mail to:
candy.holub@stamats.com and indicate the file name.

NOTES

Receipt of your insertion order indicates your
acceptance of the requirements shown on the
following Copy and Contract Regulations. There is no
added charge for bleed. Only full-page and spread ads
can have bleed; fractional bleed ads are not available.
All material remaining after 12 months will
be destroyed.

Contact: Tom Davies | Tom.Davies@stamats.com | 319.861.5173
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DIGITAL EDITION
ASID ICON offers distribution in a digital format as well as print, plus the digital
edition is available on the ASID ICON blog for members and non-members to read,
save and share.
Exclusive Digital Edition Advertising Package - INCLUDES LEFT OF COVER AD
AND BANNER ADS WITHIN THE ICON APP.

NOTE: Our digital edition technology
automatically picks up all html links at no
extra charge. Splitting the creative allows you
to add additional links to your digital edition
advertisements while keeping your print ad a
print ad.

This media channel provides you with an unlimited number of ways to stand out
and present your message to your customers and prospects.
Take advantage of this rich media format with: VIDEO, LINKS TO RELEVANT
CONTENT, BLOW IN, BELLY BANDS, FLASH ENHANCEMENTS & SLIDE SHOWS.

Left of Cover Ad

Banner Ad

Banner Ad
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DIGITAL EDITION

2017 AD RATES &
SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE

DIMENSIONS

DISPLAY FILE

IMAGE QUALITY

FILE SIZE

Full Page Left of Cover Ad

8.5W x 10.375H

PDF/X-1a

300 DPI (minimum)

Small Mobile Banner Ad

320W x 50H

JPEG, PNG OR GIF

72 DPI

40k

Medium Mobile Banner Ad

728W x 90H

JPEG, PNG OR GIF

72 DPI

40k

Large Mobile Banner Ad

960W x 90H

JPEG, PNG OR GIF

72 DPI

40k

Exclusive Digital Edition Advertising Package

$2,000 net

All Digital Enhanced Advertisements

$1,100 net

Split Creative for Print & Digital

$300 net

-

*One (1) URL or email link per ad
*JPEG, PNG, and GIF static files only
*3rd party ad server tags are not accepted
*Creative materials are due 14 days before launch dates
*Send files to Candy Holub, ASID ICON Production Manager, at candy.holub@stamats.com

Contact: Tom Davies | Tom.Davies@stamats.com | 319.861.5173
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E-NEWSLETTER

ASID Insider is distributed on the 2nd Thursday (+/-1-4 days) of each month.

Position 3
Banner Ad

Position 1
Banner Ad

Expand your reach and advertise in one
of two ASID monthly e-newsletters:
the ASID Insider and the ASID Chair’s
Message. Distributed to ASID members
across North America, our e-newsletter
open rates average over 25 percent!
ASID Chair’s Message is distributed on the 1st
Thursday (+/-1-4 days) of each month
Position 1 (Top)
Banner Ad

Position 4
Banner Ad

Position 2
Banner Ad

Position 5
Banner Ad
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E-NEWSLETTER
TYPE

Chair’s Message Position 1 (Top) Banner Ad

Insider Position 1 Banner Ad

Insider Position 2 - 3 Banner Ad

Insider Position 4 - 5 Banner Ad

2017 AD RATES &
SPECIFICATIONS

RATES

DIMENSIONS

DISPLAY FILE

IMAGE QUALITY

FILE SIZE

1X

$2,000

680W X 125H

JPEG, PNG, OR GIF

72 DPI

40K

3X

$4,500

1X

$1,500

680W X 125H

JPEG, PNG, OR GIF

72 DPI

40K

3X

$3,900

1X

$1,000

680W X 125H

JPEG, PNG, OR GIF

72 DPI

40K

3X

$2,400

1X

$800

680W X 125H

JPEG, PNG, OR GIF

72 DPI

40K

3X

$1,800

*One (1) URL or email link per ad
*JPEG, PNG, and GIF static files only
*3rd party ad server tags are not accepted
*Creative materials are due 14 days before launch dates
*Send files to Candy Holub, ASID ICON Production Manager, at candy.holub@stamats.com

Contact: Tom Davies | Tom.Davies@stamats.com | 319.861.5173
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468x60
Horizontal

The ASID ICON blog gives our members timely access to the highquality, groundbreaking coverage that they’ve come to expect from
ASID. From the ASID ICON blog our audience can expect:
• Access to digital editions of the magazine – read, save, and share
ASID ICON anytime, anywhere
• Blog posts from ASID leadership and industry experts –
get the back story on the articles you see in the magazine and find
out what we’re working on next
• Web exclusive features - keep an eye out for upcoming articles on industry
tradeshows, resiliency, health and wellness, sustainability, and work/life
balance, just to name a few topics
• Outtakes – all the case studies, interviews, and products that we just
don’t have room for in the print edition of the magazine

Advertising on the ASID ICON blog gets you in front of both ASID
members and nonmembers who are interested in staying up-to-date
on the latest from ASID!

300x250
Medium
Rectangle

300x250
Medium
Rectangle
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ICON BLOG
TYPE

2017 AD RATES &
SPECIFICATIONS

RATES

DIMENSIONS

DISPLAY FILE

IMAGE QUALITY

FILE SIZE

Horizontal

$1,400/mo

468W x 60H

HTML, JPEG, PNG, OR GIF

72 DPI

40K

Medium Rectangle

$1,200/mo

300W x 250H

HTML, JPEG, PNG, OR GIF

72 DPI

40K

*One (1) URL or email link per ad
*Rich media ads are not accepted
*3rd party ad server tags are accepted
*Creative materials are due 14 days before launch dates
*Send files to Morgan Thenhaus, ASID ICON eMedia Specialist, at morgan.thenhaus@stamats.com.

Contact: Tom Davies | Tom.Davies@stamats.com | 319.861.5173
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INDUSTRY PARTNER
MEMBERSHIP
Number of
Maximum number of additional representatives*
Representatives Or Chapters that can be added for $175 Each

Industry Partner Membership Benefits

Membership
Type

Annual
Dues

Application
Fee*

National

$7,500

$0

49

International

$1,000

$0

2

15

Regional

$830

$50

2

15

Local

$485

$100

1

Only one chapter may be added for an additional $175.
No additional representatives can be added.

•

*Additional complimentary representatives may be included in sponsorship packages.
See application for further detail on the four membership categories and be sure to check out the Industry
Partners section of the website for more information.

•

Unlimited

Appellation: Company Name, Industry Partner of ASID
Industry Partner Membership Sponsorship Opportunities

There is no better way to get your name out to the design community and be recognized than to sponsor an ASID national event. Our 26,000 plus membership reaches
Professional, Allied, Associate, Student, and Industry Partner members.
Through ASID Sponsorships there are countless ways to not only support ASID, but to
reach out to the design community as a whole. Our sponsorship opportunities help to
increase brand visibility and exposure and offer networking with designers of all kinds.
If you have any questions about sponsorship opportunities, please feel free to contact
industrypartners@asid.org or 202-546-3480.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networking with interior designers and peers
Educate and showcase your products/		
services to the industry
Local chapter membership and participation
Chapter leadership and volunteer 			
opportunities
Education and information about the interior
design Industry
Opportunities for in-house educational 		
programs
Access to the industry’s leading source of 		
information and research
Subscription to ASID ICON, the Society’s 		
award-winning bi-monthly publication
Sponsorship and marketing opportunities
Exclusive sponsorship of ASID education and
research programs
Listing in the online Industry Partner Directory
Link from ASID website to company website
Discounted ad rates in ASID ICON
Tools for your business
Use of prestigious ASID Industry Partner logo
Low-cost group, life, disability, and 			
professional insurance
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ADVERTISING POLICY
PUBLISHER’S PROTECTIVE CLAUSE
ASID and the publisher reserve the right to position, revise or refuse to
publish any advertising. Ultimate responsibility for controlling the content
of American Society of Interior Designers lies with ASID. Positioning of
advertisements is at the discretion of the publisher, unless the advertiser
has contracted for a premium guaranteed position. The advertiser and the
advertising agency agree that the American Society of Interior Designers
shall not be under no liability for the failure, for any cause, to insert any
advertisement. The publisher shall be entitled to payment upon having
completed the printing or the insertion of the advertisement and having taken
reasonable steps to see that the publication is distributed.
While every effort is made to assure the timely release of each issue, the
publisher accepts no liability for any issue that is published late. Photographs
made for, or additional costs concurred by, advertisers are charged in addition
to earned space rate.
Editorial Style Advertisements adopting a style similar to the regular editorial
style of ASID professional magazine will carry, by way of disclaimer, the word
“Advertisement” immediately above it.
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CONTACTS
Tom Davies

ASID ICON Integrated Media Consultant
tom.davies@stamats.com
319.861.5173

Mike Stanley

ASID ICON Publisher
mike.stanley@stamats.com
800.553.8878

Candy Holub

ASID ICON Production Manager
candy.holub@stamats.com
319.861.5025

Morgan Thenhaus

ASID ICON eMedia Specialist
morgan.thenhaus@stamats.com
319.861.5169

Olga Odeide

Vice President, Industry Partnership
oodeide@asid.org
202.675.2368

Joseph Cephas

Vice President, Communications
jcephas@asid.org
202-800-2124
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